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You go out for drinks with friends and paY with Your unemployment 
credit card. You can’t make it to most things on time; Yet are diligent about 
checking into the places You are at on facebook and foursquare. You attend 
an intimate dinner at a fancY french restaurant with friends who happen 
to own the place; Yet your bankcard was declined at lunch and 
You couldn’t even afford baja fresh. You sit front row at a fashion show; 
Yet have no clue who the designer is. You flY on a private jet to las vegas 
with 10 of Your coolest, i mean closest, friends for an all expense paid trip 
in sin citY where You party like a pack of hyenas in the real 
world suite of the palms hotel; Yet You haven’t paid Your rent – and it’s 
the 14th. You don’t have health insurance; Yet you do know a doctor who 
prescribes you XanaX. You have vip and backstage passes to marilYn 
manson where You mingle with the privileged peeps backstage; Yet couldn’t 
name one of their songs. You drive a bmw to the grocerY store and then use 

Your food stamps card to paY. You have a bartender, waiter or waitress 
friend that works somewhere You can get free or nearlY free drinks; Yet 
still under tip. You know it’s against the law to teXt while you drive; 
Yet also think if You hold Your phone down below the window no one will 
notice. You haven’t gotten a phYsical in Years; Yet regularlY get Your nails 
done, eYebrows shaped and nether regions waxed. your car registration is 
past due; yet your medicinal marijuana patient card is current. 
You don’t have anY meetings or pressing business engagements; Yet insist on 
keeping Your cell phone on that table with friends at lunch. You complain 
that You have no time for jurY dutY and ignore the summons; Yet can make 
it to several court dates to fight a red light camera ticket. You 
can’t possiblY afford to replace that crown or get regular cleanings; Yet 
You make certain to see dr. glossman, beverly hills cosmetic dentist for 
a swift 1-hour teeth whitening. after all, smiles are still free!  

You Can SaY You’re From La When …
By Karen Knighton



get your

Trend
onBy Trends ForecasTer natalie De groot



Trend rest assured our favorite designers know denim 
is a mainstay. this season, runways offered up 
every iteration of the classic, wear-anywhere 
fabrication on dresses, maxi skirts, suiting, and 
embroidery, giving jeans a high-fashion twist.

denimreDux

chanel philip lim rebecca  
taylor

balmain

trend request



trend request

hello 

yellow
From lemon, to canary, to mustard, 
and everything in between, the 
spring runways were all about 
the lyD—the little (or long) yellow 
dress. What we love most about this 
latest rendition of yellow is its ability 
to be more than just a loud hue.

balmain michael 
kors

gucci

akris



trend request

it’s all about the core! What once was hardly more 
than a fashion faux pas (and staple-look of mall rats) 
is now oh-so chic. Crop tops can either give you 
that hippy vibe or that rocker-chick vibe – but either 
way, it’s good both ways. it all depends on how 
you put it together. i’d better get started on those 
crunches!

cream  
oF thecrop
it’s all about the core! What once was hardly more 
than a fashion faux pas (and staple-look of mall rats) 
is now oh-so chic. Crop tops can either give you that 
hippy vibe or that rocker-chick vibe – but either way, 
it’s good both ways. it all depends on how you put it 
together. i’d better get started on those crunches!

dion le philip lim versace

derek lam



trend request

you’d be hard pressed to find a 
designer that didn’t feature at least 
one sheer look in their collection, one 
thing’s for sure come spring summer, 
we’re going to need some pretty 
amazing undergarments as they’ll all 
be on show for the world to see.

sheer Bliss

valentino stella 
mccartney

cacharel

vanessa 
bruno

pucci



trend request

Bliss
sports luxe is a trend that we tend to shy away 
from but once attempted you just fall in love! 
elasticated waist bands, tapered trousers, sculptured 
skirts are just the few features in this exciting trend. 
think minimalist! isabel Marant wedge sneaker...who 
would have thought sneakers could be so cool!

sportslux

just  
cavalli

rag & bone antonio 
berardi

helmut lang



trend request

Fill in  
the Blanc
Many designers wiped the 
slate clean this season, sending 
out all-white looks that marked 
a fresh start in tune with the 
seasons minimalist message.

chloe

alexander 
wang

isabel 
marant gucci pucci



trend request

Cutouts on the runway this 
season helped designers explore 
new erogenous zones and play 
with detailing. small cutouts on 
the collarbone, stomach and 
bust were sexy without being 
over the top. 

cut it 

out
cushnie  
et ochs

cavalli michael 
kors

alex3
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you’ve steppeD oFF the plane onto this BeautiFul leFt Coast state oF 
ours anD you neeD Beauty treatMents pronto! But Where? anD hoW? 

you have no tiMe For reFerenCes. you neeD ansWers anD you neeD 
theM noW! have no Fear - Bisous Beauty is here anD We’ve searCheD 

high anD loW For the Best oF the Best For you, Dear...

 who: Bath Bar

 where: Manhattan Beach

 what: Scent Mixology Bar

 how: “To create a great spring fragrance,  
  pick your favorite floral, add  
  something fruity like coconut or  
  pear,  and something green and  
  fresh like tea or cucumber.”  
  —Kristina Vogel, fragrance expert  
  and founder of Bath Bar

  bathbar.com

Staycation



staycatIOn

 who: Arthur Glosman DDS

 where: Beverly Hills

Staycation
 who: Plastic Surgeon Dr. Perlman

 where: Beverly Hills

 what: i-Lipo™

 how: This revolutionary, non-invasive procedure rids fat from the  
  body naturally. There are no risks or recovery time and  
  results are seen after only one treatment with no pain, no  
  needles, no bruising and no downtime. You can get it done  
  Friday during lunch and be out at the beach on the weekend!  
  Works on any trouble spot big or small from chin to legs, love  
  handles, butt, and arms. 

  ilipo.com/us

 what: Teeth Whitening / 
  Dental Cosmetics

  arthurglosmandds.com

 how: Get a Hollywood Smile and be treated like a star with VIP services by Beverly 
  Hills Cosmetic Dentist Dr. Arthur Glosman. His one-on-one personal  
  approach at your initial consultation is filled with informative questions and  
  answers which are imperative to the success of any smile makeover.  I am  
  passionately committed to giving you your best smile.I pride myself on giving  
  my patients the highest level of excellence in cosmetic dentistry, because “A  
  Beautiful Smile Never Goes Out Of Style.”  
  —Arthur Glosman DDS

[     ]editor’s 
Pick



staycatIOn

[     ]editor’s 
Pick

 who: The Pain Relief Center

 where: West Hollywood

 what: Pain Relief

 how: If you are aching or out of joint let the  
  practitioners at Pain Relief help you.   
  The staff is fabulous.  You have  
  acupuncture or several types of  
  massage to choose from and if it’s an  
  adjustment you need Dr. Tom  
  Marinaro is a lifesaver.  They accept  
  most health insurances. 

  painreliefcenterla.com

 who: Lashfully

 where: Beverly Hills, Newport Beach,  
  San Francisco, Walnut Creek

 what: Lash Extensions and Waxing  
  Lounge services

 how: Lashfully is a full service lash and  
  waxing salon offering services from  
  lash extensions to manscaping. The  
  staff was delightful.  For a location  
  near you check out the site. 

  lashfully.com

[     ]editor’s 
Pick



staycatIOn

 who: Work Face and Body Solutions

 where: Pasadena

 what: Facials, Peels, Waxing

 how: “I would say that the key to healthy,  
  well-behaved skin is balancing  
  exfoliation and hydration. A great acid  
  exfoliant and moisturizer can be  
  a miracle!”  
  —Raissa Reed, owner

  workfaceandbody.com

[     ]editor’s 
Pick

 who: BluLotus Massage  
  and Bodywork

 where: San Francisco

 what: Massage, Rosen, Breath 
Therapy

 how: “Vacation deserves your full presence,  
  and no body likes sitting for x-hours  
  sucking down recycled air. Whether  
  you’re stepping out of the airport or  
  your cube, the surest way to get back  
  to happy is with a thorough bodywork  
  session - head to  toe, aroma therapy,  
  maybe even some hot stones. Your  
  body, and companions, will thank you!”  
  —Karen Baker, owner,  
  on the importance of massage

  blulotusmassage.com

[     ]editor’s 
Pick



 who: Golden Point Acupuncture

 where: San Francisco

 what: Acupuncture, Herbal Medicine,  
  Tui Na Massage

 how: Revitalize all systems of your body  
  for less stress, no pain, increased  
  energy, and balanced mood.  Rebecca  
  Fettig L.Ac. gets to the root of your  
  health concerns with Chinese  
  medicine, so you can improve your  
  quality of life. 

  goldenpointsf.com

 who: Thread

 where: Hollywood, CA

 what: Eyebrow Salon

 how: “Eyebrow artists are meticulous on  
  which hairs they remove and which  
  ones they don’t. The great thing about  
  threading your eyebrows as opposed to  
  waxing, is the precision it allows.” 

  threadeyebrows.com

[     ]editor’s 
Pick

staycatIOn



 who: Stript Wax Bar

 where: West Hollywood

 what: Waxing and Facials

 how: Waxing techniques, and  
  creating baby smooth skin that -  
  while not painless - is about as  
  close as we think you can come. 

  striptwaxbar.com

 who: Bronzed Bella Los Angeles

 where: Mobile!

 what: Spray Tanning

 how: “I scream MOISTURIZE at all my  
  clients. Want your tan to last 3 days?  
  Don’t moisturize. Want to get a good  
  10 days out of it? Maybe longer?  
  Slather yourself in a thick moisturizer  
  up to three times a day, head to toe.  
  I love body butters and balms.”  
  —Tanya Pongrac, owner

  bronzedbella.com

staycatIOn



staycatIOn

[     ]editor’s 
Pick

 who: Lionel Renard

 where: Beverly Hills

 what: Celebrity Hair Services  
  and Products

 how: Flirting with Essence...  
  Infuse your hair with the  
  magnificence lusciousness  
  of spring.   
  —“I AM” by Lionel Renard

  lionelrenard.com

www.jacadatravel.com
enquiries@jacadatravel.com

+1 866 610 1533

LATIN AMERICA

FOR JOURNEYS.
FOR ADVENTURES. 
FOR SIMPLY GETTING AWAY.

We believe your trip should be above and beyond ‘tailor-made’. 
That’s why at Jacada Travel our team of travel designers deliver truly
personalised, private travel to africa and Latin america for unique and 
exceptional experiences, with outstanding individual service and the best in 
luxury touring. 

“The service provided by Jacada Travel and Byron, 
our travel designer, was amazing - he was very 

diligent in listening and understanding what our 
expectations were of the trip and provided a quote 
and itinerary that was beyond anything we could 

have imagined.”  
- J. Warwick, US -

AFRICA

{ }
“Kudos to Jacada Travel and George Warren for 

planning such a perfect trip to Buenos Aires and 
Patagonia for my son and me. From the outset 

George asked a lot of questions, and consequently 
crafted a trip that met our interests and desires 

perfectly. Since he lived in Argentina, his recom-
mendations on restaurants, sights to see, and 

activities were spot on.” 
- B. Rafkin, US -

}{
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Chelsey
printed one piece 
“tori praver”



A
true lover of California style and, at this point, a native 
we wanted to find out a little more about the West 
Coast vintage craze from someone deep in it.

What’s so cool about vintage?
vintage is as much about the piece as it is about the experi-
ence. i love that feeling of scouring the racks at my favor-
ite thrift shop to find the most amazing . . .whatever! that’s 
perfect for. . .whatever! i have to admit, i have a terrible 
memory. But my relationship with my vintage scores helps to 
jog it! i can see a piece in my closet and reminisce. . .  about 
that time in Dallas in 2003 that i found that amazing Dior
pea coat! i can remember each event leading up to and 
surrounding each and every piece of vintage that is in my 
lineup. i remember where and for what occasion i bought it. 
i think that’s pretty cool!

With the list of designers growing by the minute - why do 
celebs still wear vintage on the red carpet?
a standout vintage gown will always make great buzz. i 
love to style vintage modern with jewelry and shoes and 
make the look not an obvious vintage choice. i love it when 
you see a gown and think “wait a second . . . that’s vin-
tage?!” often times vintage is cooler than couture.

Why are you a fan [of vintage]?
i’m a nonconformist. i love to stand apart from the crowd and 

i have my own spin of fashion. i also like the idea that buying 
recycled or vintage clothing is environmentally friendly and 
in a small way i am helping to reduce my carbon footprint.

do you believe california has a style/vibe will always keep 
an element of “retro”?
absolutely! there certainly is a sparkle of old hollywood 
glamour scattered throughout the los angeles area and 
each of the burrows clings to what it historically knows. san 
Francisco has that same haze of nostalgia that wafts over 
the city. i love to get carried away in the history and ro-
mance of each of these cities. there is nothing more retro 
than that!

Where can we find you?
hands down, my favorite vintage shops are in san Fran-
cisco. When i need something special i go to la rosa on 
haight street. the staff is knowledgeable and the selection 
is beautifully curated. also on haight is held over if i need 
a quick fix. they have a gigantic selection, great pricing and 
cute shop boys! i always walk out of there with a bag full!
los angeles basically has one million vintage clothing stores 
and growing by the day! notably, una Mae’s in los Feliz 
carries vintage as well as contemporary. and when i say 
carries vintage i mean they carry vintage from my collection!

Favorite vintage goodies you’ll never part with?
i have this rad embossed leather levi’s belt that i “bor-
rowed” from my mom that i pretty much wear everyday. 
also, the aforementioned Dior Camel pea Coat is so spe-
cial i can’t imagine life without it! and i never part with jew-
elry. . .  my collection of vintage Kenneth Jay lane costume 
jewelry definitely stays!

a word of advice to a newbie enthusiast?
let your imagination guide you to your next amazing fashion 
moment!

photography  MarC CartWright
Beauty annah yevelenKo
styling serena DuFFin
MoDels Chelsea FreeBorn & Brittany 
BooKer @photogeniCs

We haD tons oF Fun With our 
stylist For this shoot - the Busy 
CostuMe Designer/vintage 
enthusiast serena duffIn!



Britnay
pale pink one piece “noelle swimwear” 
vintage parasole  |  www.shop-noelle.com

we share



Britnay
pale pink one piece “noelle swimwear” 
vintage parasole  |  www.shop-noelle.com

Chelsey  
printed bikini “tori praver”

www.toripraverswimwear.com

we share



Britnay 
printed bikini “noelle swimwear” Costa tropical Bikini
sunglasses Mod Cloth  |  www.modcloth.com

we share



you Can FinD serena’s online 
Boutique here:

shopMoDerngypsy.CoM
etsy.CoM/people 
/shopMoDerngypsy

Britnay & Chelsey both wearing “Tori Praver”

modern 
gypsy

we share
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LOOK GOOD, DO GOOD, 

     

FEEL GOOD.



the MovMt is here to stay, anD this 
CaliFornia BranD is  trying to  

savE the  
wOrLD 
OnE shOE at a timE



we dIg

ell us a little about yourself…I an eclectic country boy 
living in a city world. I yearn for simplicity, yet have built 
a life that is anything but. 

on your website it says “buy our shoes, save the world.” in 
just one year, the peoples movement has up-cycled 92,000 
bags. how does it feel to be saving the world? We are very 
proud of the good that we have done in a small amount of 
time, but here’s the story behind that phrase…

My friend and talented Director, Cameron Duddy 
dropped that line in at the end of the first ever brand video 
that we did together. i had told him use something else, but 
he put that in being the witty bastard that he is and we 
loved it. We say it very “tongue in cheek” knowing that we 
are a tiny little brand, but with a huge mission and an 
equally important message. We are transparent and there 
are no guiltless parties. We are not perfect in what we do, 
but we are trying and remaining vocal about our failures 
as well as our victories. We cannot save the world on our 
own, we need the “people” and that’s the idea behind that 
phrase. 

What are some examples of single use plastics?
single use plastics are any plastics that are designed to be 
used onCe and then disposed of or “recycled”. the prob-
lem is, these single use plastics are chemically constructed 
to last 600 –1000 years as they slowly photo-degrade 
into smaller and smaller toxic pieces eventually mimicking 
the shape, texture and size of organic matter. these single 
use plastics are poisoning us by “bleeding” the toxic chemi-
cals they are made out of into our foods and water when 

used as containers and later polluting the environment and 
eventually all finding their way into the ocean and our food 
chain. the human race is poisoning the environment and our-
selves out of “convenience”…it’s really quite moronic when 
you face the facts and really think about what is going on 
with how we produce, consume and dispose of “goods” in 
this modern day. the time for the 2nd industrial revolution 
has arrived. 

Give the lowdown on your message, “look good do good 
feel good.”
ithis is our company slogan and mission statement that is 
the filter for everything we do. When we were starting 
MovMt we 1st wanted shoes and accessories that are 
stylish, unique and timeless. We wanted them to stand out as 
original and aesthetically pleasing regardless of what the 
story behind them was. then, of course it was paramount 
to make sure they were made with integrity and ingenuity 
with natural, organic and upcycled materials…we wanted 
the shoes to not just be something you wear, but something 
you believe in…we wanted them to be a message and a 
symbol for the change in how we produce and consume 
in this world. the last box to check was “comfort.” We knew 
that if the shoes looked cool and had a powerful environ-
mental story, but were uncomfortable, the MovMt would 
go nowhere. that’s why we studied the most comfortable 
shoes, researched with Doctors and got tons of consumer 
feedback on what they desired. What we came up with is 
the MovMt max insole with dual density arch support that 
makes your feet feel light, supported and amazing. 

T

go aheaD anD asK Mark wystrach, Creative DireCtor 
oF the PeOPle’s MOveMent (the MOvMt) aBout 
single-use plastiCs anD his eCo-FrienDly shoe CoMpany. What 

you Will hear as a response is a passion FilleD Breathless 
tWenty-Five Minute lesson that Will open your eyes to one 
oF the WorlD’s greatest oFFenDers, plastiC Water Bottles. 
then he’ll Manage to instill in you the saMe passion that 

Fuels hiM to MaKe the WorlD a Better plaCe. 



we dIg



Have you always had a “green” passion? when did it begin?
i was raised on a sprawling cattle ranch on the Mexican bor-
der of arizona surrounded by nature and beauty. My moth-
er raised us to see our selves more as temporary “stewards” 
of the land and not owners. our job was to make sure we 
left the land better than it was when we found it. My mother 
still lives on the ranch with my Father and that’s how the land 
is…as beautiful and strong as it’s ever been. that’s where it 
started for me. to me it’s common sense. there are rules and 
laws of nature that we cannot exist outside of as we have 
been as a global society. i became an activist after i got 
very sick from surfing in dirty water that triggered a heart 
attack days before i turned 23. that changed everything for 
me from the way i looked at the environment, pollution and 
how i spent everyday. i was determined from that point to 
do something big, something special and something fun. and 
that’s what i’m doing now. it’s the hardest, best time i’ve ever 
had working with my two amazing co-founders Kevin Fla-
nagan (my brother in law and Ceo) and Chris swortwood 
(Kevin’s childhood best friend and our CFo).  

do you consider yourself a shoe company, or more of a fash-
ion brand?
We consider ourselves a “MovMt” brand. since we are an ac-
tion based brand, we feel we have a broad audience with a 
broad potential product mix. 

not only are your shoes making positive green change in 
the world, they are also stylish. Where do you draw your 
inspirations from?
My inspirations come from the life i live and the world i live in. 
My interests are varied and eclectic and so are my sources 
of inspiration. i am drawn to the late 50’s and the early 
60’s…to me, this was a magical time in fashion, architecture, 
music and auto design. i like to think alot of my designs are 
re-interpretations of this time. 

In all of your travels, did any one place stand out to you as 
being eco-friendly?
the culture and tradition of Bali is one of that is in harmony 
with nature. all of their homes, temples, clothes, baskets, fishing 
nets, etc. were made from natural, bio-degradable materials 
in the past. it was a true “shangri-la” that was abundant and 
beautiful. unfortunately, in the last 30 years the island has 
been ravaged by the introduction of western single use plas-
tics, cars and motorcycles and poorly planned development. 
it’s really a symbol of what has happened globally to all in-
digenous lands and cultures. it’s an example of what happens 
when we don’t live within a “Cradle to Cradle” philosophy. 

We wanted the shoes to not 
just be something you wear, 
but something you believe 

in…we wanted them to be a 
message and a symbol for the 

change in how we produce 
and consume in this world.

we dIg



we dIg

What’s next for the movement?
First, to get better at what we’re already doing, which is 
making and selling stylish, eco-conscious and comfortable 
shoes that stand for the fight against single use plastics. 
however, since we are a mission based brand, our product 
mix potential is huge as long as it fits within our Dna be-
cause we are a “MoveMent” company and not a shoe 
company. 

If you could be a super hero, what would your name be?
red tail Dawkins 

and your super power would be?
Well since i’d be half giant red tailed hawk and half giant 
former nBa all star Dunking machine Darryl Dawkins i’d 
obviously be able to fly, see moving objects from way far up 
and break backboards. oh, and i’d be able to speak fluent 
French because i’ve always wanted to do that. 

If you were trapped in a painting, which one would you 
choose to be trapped in?
any Bob ross oil with fluffy clouds and blue skies.  

Light sabers or wands?
Wands. 

the people’s movement is on a roll and it’s not 
about to slow down. With a team of conscious 
minded people behind the brand, this could be 
the start of an eco revolution. it’s up to you to 
take their lead, and “be the change you wish to 
see in the world.” you can start by buying a pair 
of people’s MovMt shoes, available at many 
retailers and their website:

thepeoplesmovement.com

Mark Wys-
trach of MvMt
and hailee 
laudenbach



















The modern hippie...
l to r: vivienne Westwood, lanvin, Missoni, Diesel Black gold

it was the summer of 69! tons of retro prints and psychedelic patterns walked the runway of vivi-
enne Westwood and lanvin. Diesel Black gold kept most looks very boho and effortless with 
worn fabrics and mellow colors. Missoni showed what Missioni knows best and that is their classic 
lightweight summer sweater, but this time adorned with beads and crystals making these already 
beautiful pieces of art even more unique.

Men’s Trends
Four getta-bout-it.

1

MOnTY JACKsOn 
COnTribuTing fAshiOn ediTOr



The fearless gladiator...
l to r: Mugler, siki im, Dsquared, etro, versace
 
Chains, armor, and Capes! the fearless and sometimes shirtless gladiator, a man so 
brave, he isn’t afraid to show a little skin. Mugler wasn’t shy to show skin at all with 
extremely hi cuts on shorts and jackets almost mimicking body armor. siki im sent tons 
of sleeveless shirts and vest down the runway, sleeveless means one thing and one 
thing only. . . toughguy! gold chains, epaulets, and military button closures embellished 
a few of Dsquared and etro’s looks bringing an imperial feel to somewhat young 
and trendy collections. versace had that same imperial feel but for different reasons.2

Men's trends



The new kid on the block...
l to r: 3.1 phillip lim, costume national, Calvin Klein Collection, louis vuitton, viktor & rolf

leathers, denims, and nylons! there’s nothing like some good ol’ 80’s fashion and it’s without a doubt that 
these designers inspirations stemmed from. straying from the norm, 3.1 phillip lim and costume national opted 
for a baggier fit all around this season. Calvin Klein Collection showed tons of faded denim while louis vuitton 
kept fabrics modern but style oversized. the nylon parachute pant played a pivotal role in 1980’s fashion 
and its no surprise it is still influencing fashion houses today. viktor & rolf utilized nylon this spring sending 
lightweight garments down the runway percfect for spring weather.3

Men's trends



The dandy lad...
l to r: gucci, salvatore Ferragamo, John galliano, Bottega veneta

sharp as a knife! 
Dandy: a man unduly devoted to style, neatness, and fashion in dress and appearance.

it was no surprise that salvatore Ferragamo and gucci kept things snappy this season with clean 
lines and bright colors. every look seemed pollished, but never contrived. John galliano strayed 
from traditional suiting, often replacing the ordinary slack with shorts, cropped pants, and capris. the 
mixing of masculine and feminine seemed to be a key inspiration for tomas Maier of Bottega veneta 
this season with fabrics ranging from lightweight silks to heavy suede’s. ¬†Beautiful suiting constructed 
of chiffon’s and organza’s printed with an assortment of splendid floral patterns gave a dainty touch 
to such a masculine garment

4

Men's trends



we share

By Christopher Bredesen

if you said to me five years ago that i would be attending shows during paris Fashion Week at le grand palais, i would’ve said 
“how? What do i know about fashion and who the hell would invite me?” 

over the past three years, my knowledge of this industry and my grasp of what fashion is has changed immensely.  i remember 
that it has only been a short time since i asked “What is Couture exactly?” then recently i had to explain to a so-called stylist who 
asked “Can you buy couture that is on the runway?” i’m not kidding. Most couture runway pieces are just intended to showcase a 
style the designer then adapts for a bigger audience. there are a select few who may purchase off the runway although this is 
generally not couture and they purchase at extremely high prices. again, when i say few i mean few.



What i’ve realized by attending these events  is the majority 
of people who consider themselves fashionistas are full of shit.  
they read blogs and listen to Kelly osbourne and then try to 
create a career for themselves in fashion without ever even 
attending a show.  i am far from being a trendsetter…well, that 
might not be completely true, but i am constantly reminded that 
there are amazing things happening right now in the fashion 
world and i’ve just barely begun to scratch the surface.  it was a 
huge surprise to me that i can now recognize when a designer 
is putting out something groundbreaking or when they need 
to rethink their direction and i’m not afraid to say so.  i guess 
when this opportunity presented itself i seized it and chose to 
forge down the  path while learning along the way.  i’m glad i 
attended.  i hope to attend again.  i guess my point in sharing 
was to say i’m thankful. now, for those of you who i think are full 
of shit…i’m keeping my eye on you.



















By ashton spatz
photos by stewart cole



alifornia.  if there’s one thing that comes to mind 
when you think of the great, golden state, it’s 
a sense of openness.  Big, blue skies and an even 
bigger, blue ocean.  But not everything here is huge.  in fact 
there are tons of tiny places that might not pack a lot of people, 
but definitely offer a lot of punch. 

take the troubadour, for example.  this West hollywood mu-
sic venue only holds about 300-400 people, yet the musical 
geniuses that have come across it’s stage are larger than life.  
think elton John, the eagles and van Morrison.  and in 2007, 
Doug Weston’s troubadour opened it’s doors and let a very 
large band play on their very small stage.

 that band was edward sharpe and the Magnetic zeros... 
where the word ‘band’ is applied lightly.  the group boasts 10 
members, so fitting them on a stage the size of the troubadour’s 
is sure to pose challenges.  What’s more impressive than the 
size of the group, is the richness to their story.  the la-based 
group is led by alex ebert, creator of the fictional character 
edward sharpe - a savior figure that was sent to earth to pro-
vide salvation and instead fell victim to the distraction of girls 
and love.  in 2009, the oh-so-creative ebert met singer Jade 
Castrinos.  From that moment on, the band was born.

now, let’s return back to those visions of open spaces.  Driv-
ing down the California coastline.  top down.  Wind effortlessly 
blows into your lungs without you even having to inhale.  palm 
trees wave friendly at you while you pass by.   having a tough 
time imagining? Just press play and listen to edward sharpe 
& the Magnetic zeros laid back sound and you’ll instantly be 
consumed with feel good vibes… Just as you should be in Cali. 

even though they sing “home is wherever i’m with you,” we 
aren’t surprised they choose to reside in sweet California.

Before we went to print this just came in . . . edward sharpe 
and the Magnetic zeros will headline 

the newly-minted grammy winners join experimental  
ensemble sun ra arkestra and zimbabwe’s Mtukudzi.
hbowl.com/edwardsharpe
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When you First looK at 
CostuMe national’s WoMen 

ss13 line there is so MuCh 
CoMplexity But so suBtle 
that the Detail Might go 

unnotiCeD iF you Don’t KnoW 
a Bit oF the BaCKstory. 



heir collaboration for the ss13 line is called “roCK-
nroll vs popnroll” and showcases the contrast of 
black and white chic (roCKnroll) and pop colors like 

geranium and vermillion (popnroll). the general silhouettes 
stay the same throughout, but the various combinations of col-
ors and graphics allow the eye to playfully wander through 
this collection.

For this collection, Capasa used two iconic images from 
toiletpaper’s work, printed them on silk panels and applied 
the images to garments, handbags and sunglasses. Capasa 
calls this technique the “hallmark” of the fall/winter ’12 show, 
and wanted to recreate it for the spring/summer show. the 
images have environmentalist undertones showing a human 
hand using scissors to damage a bird’s wing and an aloe plant. 
though these images depict a haunting deconstruction of the 
environment, literally, by human hands, it allows the clothing to 
give off a rebellious, artistic flair that shows off the CostuMe 
national “Dna”. We have come to know CostuMe na-
tional’s aesthetic and appreciate it for what it is at its’ core: 
asymmetry, exquisite tailoring, overlay, layering, minimal and, of 
course, rock n roll. 

three words came to mind when i first laid eyes on this collec-
tion: streamlined, wearable, luxury. either that or chic rock-and-
roll quentin tarantino ninja cowboys. you pick.

T

Designer ennIO caPasa 
teaMeD up onCe again With 

artist toiletpaper, Who WorKeD 
as the guest Curator oF 

CostuMe nationals WeBsite 
BaCK in May. 



this look, to me, sums up the 
rOcknrOll feeling: the crop top, the 

half trousers. it’s still minimal and easy-going, 
yet it is young and refreshing with the screen 

print and negative exposure.

A few imAges i  

dig 

we runway



this is where the deconstruction 
begins in the collection. its as if the hand that 
has been destroying nature in the previous 
images has now gone wild and starting cutting 
up the clothing, too.

we runway



subtle flashes of contrasting color help bring 
this deconstructed look up a notch. paired with 

a simple trouser, the cut and paste 
look of the shirt isn’t overwhelming.

we runway



the epitome of rock-and-roll. the hat is 
fantastic. this look is not just overdone, 
boring black and white. Capasa has 
changed it up just enough to keep you 
interested, whether that be layering over 
one another in a unique way or using 
draping cut-aways to  

keep you guessing.

the Contrasts in this 
ColleCtion are What graBBeD 
My attention anD Kept Me 
interesteD. every pieCe oF 
the ColleCtion WorKs so 
Well together, CoMBining 
BlaCK anD White With pop art 
Colors, ChiC silhouettes With 
reBellious Cutouts. it’s liKe a 
BeautiFul oxyMoron.

we runway
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5am wake up call. time to snap from my 2 hours of 
sleep and head to the airport, nyC bound. typically i don’t 
run on so little sleep, but it was a long last day in pDx 
(portland ,or), as i had to cram in a day of last minute test 
shooting, packing my life into the three bags i haul with me 
city to city and saying my farewells to my amazing friends 
who hosted me all summer. i have been living the life of a 
“gypsy Model” for a little over a year. saying goodbyes 
is still the hardest part and torments me a bit although it is 
far less severe than the mental punishment i endured in my 
past profession of “9-5 office drone” selling products i had 
no passion for to people i could care a less about. sitting in 
the car headed to the airport admiring the beautiful view 
of my home city catching the glimmer of the rising sun, my 
sadness of goodbye turns to happiness knowing that in a 
mere 11 hours i will be breathing the air of the worlds most 
opportunistic city, and catching up with old industry mates i 
have not seen for nearly half a year, whom i am still really 
impressed with for making time for me so last minute espe-
cially considering high season was underway and they were 
all so busy with jobs. the new york fashion peeps are cool 
like this. so many are willing to do things to help out a fellow 
industry buddy as they have been in need of help a time 
or two themselves. Blessed is a good word to describe my 
feeling about getting to drop in for the weekend and shoot 
with three fantastic talents before i head off to my final des-
tination where the cars, fashion, and food all proudly bear 
the countries flag. 

5:26pm, touch down Jfk, still a little groggy from my 
self-induced comma …i can only fly medicated. i power on my 
phone to make the most of taxi time, and in true nyC fashion 
the time instantly starts to tic at what is commonly referred to 
as a new york minute. Four new messages from my friend 
i will be staying with, “Matt, how is the flight coming? i look 
forward to seeing you.” “hey, text me when you land Kerry 
is putting on show with her band.” and finally, “hey, where 
are you at? We have to be at the venue by 6:30.” Which 
brings a smirk to face cause of course he knows where i am 
at. Finally the plane arrives to the terminal, and with out fail 
every person stands up to grab his or her carry-on in effort 
to be the first off the plain. this actually bugs me to no end, 
yet makes me laugh at their stupidity to think it gets them off 
the plane any faster. i find a slight bit of joy in slowly zombie 
walking down the isle as i reply to my messages knowing 
that the people behind me are boiling with frustration to 
rush off the plane. 

an hour after touch down i arrive in Brooklyn to drop my 
bags at the famous Jahn hall’s place (owner of BKlyn Dry 
goods). i give him a huge hug as he gives the best hugs in 
the world then i rush out the door to catch our car to the 
event. in between catching up with Jahn i touch base with a 
friend of mine who is in town for catalogue/editorial season 
and she is going meet up with us at the show. ordinarily 
this is probably not worth mentioning, but there is an un-
usual story between us. she is a young Dutch model who 
was flatmates with one of my friends who was modeling in 
greece a year ago, and we became friends on Facebook 
via the mutual connection. over the past year we became 
extremely close friends, and now finally after chatting on 
skype, FB, and Whatsapp we are going to meet face to 
face, so i am bit anxious and overjoyed as she is out of this 
world beautiful in and out. 

sitting waiting wishing on the steps in front of the venue, 
holland’s most beautiful woman finally arrives, we share the 
traditional three kiss cheek hug greeting as it’s customary . i 
look in her eyes for the first time and there are so many things 
i want to say, but we are already late and Jahn is starting 
to get impatient.  up the stairs we go to enjoy the show. the 
venue is an intimate large loft with about a hundred people 
in attendance. several bands performing everything from 
current pop music to classic r&B hits of the 60’s, 70’s, 80’s, 
and 90’s, but without question the highlight of night is when 
our friend Kerry Beach performed “gangnam style”. the 
crowd was stunned as was i to see this big band convert an 
electro infused pop song into acoustic music. everyone put 
on a show that i certainly will not soon forget, but sadly like 
alice i was out of time and had to rush from the show to a 
friends’ place for a dinner, which at this point i was already 

NEW YORk

My sadness of goodbye 
turns to happiness 

knowing that in a mere 11 
hours I will be breathing 
the air of the worlds most 

opportunistic city.
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over an hour late to. i said a quick uncomfortable goodbye 
to my Dutch beauty and jumped the metro back to Brooklyn 
with Jahn. 

if i had to describe my style in regards to showing up places, 
“fashionably late” would definitely be the term i would use, 
however if you asked my friends they would say i was more 
along the lines of chronically tardy. ebony, my friend hosting 
the dinner party for me, is entirely aware of this, and i am 
sure told me a time to arrive that was about 30 minutes 
earlier than i was to actually be there (wish my bookers did 
this) so when i showed up nearly two hours late the look 
on my sweet friend’s face was one i will never try to have 
her duplicate. after many apologies, placing blame on Jahn 
and a giant hug that cures all i was forgiven and allowed to 

eat some of the mouth-watering food she had made for me. 
literally i was salivating. after a night full of smiles, laughs, ex-
citement, reminiscing, connecting, good music, delicious food 
which i am bitter about to this day i didn’t get to eat much of 
cause i had to shoot body the next day, it was time to call it 
a night at 2 am. tomorrow would be another early wake up 
call to catch the bus down to D.C. to shoot with the talented 
beauty photographer tony veloz. 

6am, i have heard people say that sleep is the cousin of 
death, but honestly i am starting to feel more like it’s kin with-
out it in my life, maybe i will find some z’s on the 4 hour bus 
ride down to our nations capitol. sleep escaped me, i com-
pletely blame it on the those tiny seats not being adequate 
for people over 6ft and my inability not to be social with 

MaKe up tiMe, testing With With the great Maurizio Montaniphoto: testing, By tony veloz



pretty girls. on a bright note i have a new friend and an 
understanding of Freud. 

12pm i arrive at tony’s hungry, tired and thirsty. We catch up 
for a bit and talk about the direction of the shoot. i pull out 
the wardrobe i brought and he shows me what he has. then 
we come up with a few looks that i don’t currently have 
and think will be good for my book. For this shoot i will be 
playing hair stylist however i will not ad that to my list of 
abilities quite yet. after 30 minutes of ironing, blowing, and 
combing i am satisfied (for those who know me, this could be 
a new record). i throw on my underwear and drop to floor 
for some pushups, cause like arnold says “nothing is like the 
feeling of a good pump.” now it’s time to sex it up for the 
camera. We always shoot body first so i can then eat and 
drink some water, i am not the leanest guy so i have to use 
every trick i can in order to bring a tight clean lined lean look 
for the camera. this is a common practice among us guys, 
not to come off sexiest or male eccentric, but we have to 
do more work and be quite a bit more disciplined than the 
girls in regards to our bodies.  two hours of shooting in, five 
different looks, and tony is more than confident we have got 
enough material. so we spend the last 45 minutes talking 
about life, politics, religion, and relationships before i have to 
hop the metro back to the bus station. on the way back to 
Manhattan i am able to finally get some sleep despite the 
snoring behemoth next to me. headphones are priceless to 
a traveling model. another eventful day doing what i love 
with tomorrow whispering to me promises of the same. 

11am, finally a night of more that 4 hours sleep.  My second 
to last day in new york with so much still to do, meet up with 
friends i have yet see, hit some resale shops to find some 
fashions i will need to look like a proper model for Milan 
cattle calls (castings), and get my starving model ass to Mid 
town to shoot with the super talent al Bruni.  Benefits of hav-
ing a friend who owns a men’s vintage clothing brand; 

1. you get to raid his collection.

2. he knows the best places to find fashion gems in the city. 

3. Knowledge of virtually every brand who put out quality 
garments at one point.

4. there is a strong chance you may end up in their look 
book or online catalogue. 

While hitting up some stores in Williamsburg, i receive a call 
from al and he had to reschedule for tomorrow which was 
nice cause the time was moving faster than a 4th graders 
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our egos, because clients are always sucking it out of us one day after another. after walking 5 kilometers and standing in lines 
for 3 hours to hear “thank you,” “Ciao,” and my favorite of them all “okay.” literally just okay. the first day has come to end, and 
i feel ready for some chocolate to soothe my emotional bumps and bruises.

later in evening i finally got to meet my flatmates that i will be sharing a 30x30 space with for the season, and thank god they 
both speak english. last time both my flatmates only spoke portuguese. one is a really tall sicilian i deemed the “Cavallo,” which 
means horse in italian and the other is classic looking swede in his mid 30’s. Both are very handsome guys and typical of the 
style my booker out here likes “masculine classic.” after taking a few minutes getting to know one another the ritual comparison 
of the next day’s castings commences. as expected, all are completely different. although we are all classic guys which is a 
good thing because classic faces still work well and a big piece of commercial business will always be classic, we are in different 
age groups and typically for campaign calls you are more likely to see a mix of non-classic faces among classic ones rather than 
a mix of demographics. i however find myself in an odd place being a classic guy and actually it has been sort of an achilles 
heal. as i mentioned earlier there is a lot of work for my look, and classic men can work well into there 40’s, unfortunately there 
is also a abundance of them, many whom have no tattoos and can flash perfect smiles. Being a low level face, i am virtually 
never considered for body work (especially catalog or themes that portray a joyful lifestyle) this has unquestionably been one 
of the main reasons i contemplate giving up on this dream daily. 

Fast forward. i have been in town for a few weeks now and routine has set in, but the excitement of being in Milan is still 
prevalent. i have yet to book or be optioned for anything so far, but oddly this does not really have me down as many of my 
mates here share the same short fall. Concern of slow season does occupy my thoughts, monetary pressure is starting to lurk as 
my pockets were only lined for 8 weeks of food, metro, and phone. as i mentioned before, this pursuit of success has anchored 
me with more debt than i have ever had in my life, but it could be worse. after hearing the stories of some of my fellow models 
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out here i realize how fortunate i am and how incredibly 
entitled so many of my industry buddies back home are. 
people who have never known what it is like to have to miss 
a meal cause they don’t have money or have never had to 
wear shoes with holes in their soles cause they don’t have a 
spare 40 euros to get a new pair or worst of all have never 
had to swallow there entitled pride and work a shit job just 
to remain housed cause they have a parachute packed by 
their parents. Kids out here have drive and determination for 
success that the majority of my cohorts stateside will never 
even come close to realizing. Don’t get me wrong, i am not 
bashing anybody for being a “have,” just recognizing the 
lack of fortitude that prohibits them from truly appreciating 
the golden spoon they eat their cereal with every morning. 
as models we all share a common struggle, have different 
reasons for being where we are, desires that have led us to 
pursue a profession that does little for your self esteem and 
bank account, but the difference i speak of is that of people 
who risk nothing and those who have risked everything.  i’m 
really one who tries to keep a positive supportive attitude 
for all of my friends embarking upon the same quest as i, 
but i would be lying if i said that a good amount of those 
domestic dolls didn’t disgust me. 

12pm. a wake up time i have become accustom to over the 
recent weeks. the season has come to end, castings have 
slowed to 1-2 per day and i am the only model left in the 
flat. i think i may also be only model left in town. the down 
side of being an american from the west coast is jetting back 
home for a couple weeks doesn’t fit the budget, and all your 
european mates have made the short treks back to their vil-
lages or cities. i can’t help but feel a bit somber seeing all of 
the posts on Facebook of holiday parities and dinners. this 
will be my second Christmas and new years abroad away 
from my friends and it is unquestionably among the worst 
parts of this job. no exchanging gifts, no glutinous sugar 
comma, laughing at and quoting “elf” or raising glasses to 
ridiculous resolutions. Worst of all there will be no midnight kiss 
to ring in the new year. My sacrifices to the fashion gods 
have proven to be well beyond dieting but as the adage 
goes, “if it were easy, everyone would do it.”

Despite my bout of seasonal depression, i managed to 
maintain some oxygen and a bit of zeal in my veins for win-
ter show season. although i am not really a show guy, to 
big through my chest for today’s standards of a 38 jacket 
(getting to 40 was nearly impossible enough for me as it 
is) also it is a game owned by the boys and unique look-
ing men. nonetheless, as a guy in town i will still attend the 
castings, cause you just never know. a fun thing to do at the 
beginning of the week for FW castings is to step on the scale 
and take a tape to your body so you can see at the end of 
week how many kilos and centimeters the 12 hour days full 

of kilometers of walking have removed from you.  the lack 
of food, sleep, and positive response can start to take toll 
on you a bit though. there are countless times while stand-
ing in an hour long line just to hear “Can you walk for us?” 
followed by a “thank you.” that i find myself thinking what in 
the Fuck am i doing this for? i’m being treated like a dog, 
with success not even a glimmer on the horizon. this industry 
is not for the faint of heart that is for sure. i know very few 
people who could do a job that entailed being rejected 
daily based on their looks or unwillingness to, for lack of a 
better term, “creatively market” themselves. We are suppose 
to be a part of selling an image of sexy, not actually selling it. 
as i expected i booked no shows, nor was i even optioned 
for any them but i did manage to find some happiness in the 
success of a few of my good friends who walked for the 
industry’s biggest names. 

9am. With Fashion Week out of the way i can return to some 
normalcy. i have however had to enter myself into caffeine 
recovery program, as i was 6 cups of coffee and a 330ml 
Coke a day addict. Maybe my constant teetering of wheth-
er to remain in pursuit of this dream that i have so heavily 
invested in or just calling it a day will be enough to keep my 
mind awake through the days, probably even the evenings.  
so many people say “chase your dreams, if you don’t you 
will live to regret it.” this leaves me to ponder which is worse, 
living with regret or living in failure?
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we enhance

natasha is our quintessential California girl! Model, actress, surfer, skater, poet, amateur pastry chef, wine connoisseur - this 
blonde bombshell is always on the go. Keeping up with appearances is a lifestyle for our West-coast-bred belle and we caught 
up with her to capture a few beauty shots throughout her busy day.

yaby cosmetics eyeshadow in 
golden Dessert gives the perfect amount of 

warmth to any makeup combination.

skin has never felt better 
with farmhouse fresh 
coconut Beach shea 
sugar scrub. it smells of 
tropical paradise and leaves 
you feeling fresh and supple.

California 
Girls

Skin
to achieve the perfect sun-kissed face we 

love comodynes BB color skin 
Perfector: 6 in 1. it moisturizes, protects 

(from harmful uv rays), illuminates and smoothes.

Beauty tips By annah yevelenKo, Beauty eDitor  |  MoDel natasha overin @laMoDels 
photographer shelli Wright

Eyes
natasha’s naturally lashes-for-days were 
amplified with votre vu's eiffel 
Power Mascara for irresistible winking 
power.



if you want perfect consistency and 
blend - look no further than kevyn 
aucoin creamy Moist glow 
cream Blush in apricot! 

hair shall never be overlooked! 
especially not with neuMa 
newsmooth leave-on 
conditioner that soothes and 
protects from harmful uv rays!

natasha’s delicious 
smell reminded 

us of Juara 
candlenut 

Perfume Oil - a 
smell of an exotic 

beach bouquet. 
perfect.

Cheeks Hair

Sniff
Lips

gleaM Body radiance can 
make your cheekbones glow as bright 
as the California sun.

protecting those 
puckers shouldn’t 
be hard work. the 
new fresh sugar 
lip treatment 
sunscreen sPf 
15 now makes it 
even easier!

For lips that pop and 
transition from beach to 
a night out on the town 
we suggest Milani 
color statement 
lipstick in sweet 
nectar doubled with 
lipliner in nude.

we enhance

FolloW natasha’s aDventures on instagraM @natashaoverin !















it’s an olD story.  young Man CoMes to Cali to MaKe a naMe 
For hiMselF anD enDs up in the Movies. that’s exaCtly What 
happeneD to

Midwest to  
 California

MiChael roark

intervieW By lizz evalen
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What do your friends call you? 
some might call it old fashioned, but my friends call me by 
my first name. 

actually, what’s the most embarrassing nickname you can 
think of? For hilarity sake?
Well, i never found it embarrassing but my teen nickname 
was “roach”. Most of my hometown buddies have stuck 
with that, they haven’t called me anything else in years. a 
couple of nicknames that stuck during college years were 

“ice” and “Money”. i guess that can be embarrassing, or 
awesome, if top gun or swingers is playing in the room.

Where are you from?
pretty much the Middle of the Midwest, schaumburg, il.  

Yet, you look like a golden beach boy....?
go figure, i grew up shoveling snow and scraping wind-
shields for what felt like half the year.

Is it true what they say about california dreaming, or do 
you stick to your Midwest roots?
i love it out here but our roots run deep. i’m a Midwest guy 
and that will never change.

Where else would you want to live?
literally, anywhere you can imagine. i constantly fantasize 
about life as a gypsy.

What would you say is the best career move you’ve ever 
made?  
Moving to Florida morning after college graduation. the first 
few post-college years can be confusing and looking back 
now, starting over in not only a new town but really a new 
way of life was exactly the challenge i needed at that time 
in my life. My Florida years were good to me, both person-
ally and professionally.

The biggest risk you’ve taken?
i have taken plenty of risks in my life, that’s for sure. at the 
end of the day i’m not sure there is a much greater risk than 
jumping out of an airplane (skydiving) 

How do you compare working as an attorney to working on 
something such as Dolphin tale?
Dolphins are much easier to like than opposing counsel.

or, on the more risque side, Magic Mike? 
trials and hearings are not as popular with the ladies.

What do you see yourself doing in the future? sticking to 
one path or pursuing several?
Definitely several paths. along with film and law i have as-
pirations in philanthropy, investments, writing, music, travel…
plenty to fill a lifetime. it is also generational though, these 
days its not uncommon to work in more than field during 
your career and have multiple streams of income. We have 
a lot more opportunity than was available to our parents 
and grandparents.

What is your greatest desire, and your greatest fear?
greatest desire is to inspire others in the same ways i have 
been/continue to be inspired.
greatest fear is being attacked by an octopus.

If you could choose a movie from any time period to be 
remade with yourself cast as the main role, which movie 
would it be?
First one that comes to mind is paul newman’s character 

“luke” in cool Hand Luke. 

remember your most passionate kiss, a moment that swept 
you completely off your feet and that will stay in your mem-
ory forever, what would it be? 
i remember it vividly; it was something right out of a great 
poem or song. summertime, moonlit night, rain drizzling… i 
knew it was “that kiss” because i forgot to breathe.

do you believe in love?
absolutely, couldn’t imagine living in a world without it.

What could you tell the world, if you could tell 7 billion peo-
ple one thing?
i would state my case for adding a 3rd day to the weekend. 
if we are all on the same page, why not?







very woman’s demeanor seemed rehearsed— when 
she laughed, how she held her cigarette, even the way 
she carried her damn purse. the hair was always neatly 

coiffed, and the makeup? Flawless. eyebrows were snatched 
and her lips resembled that of a perfect cut-out. everything was 
picturesque both on and off the silver screen.

Beauty and glamour was a big deal during the golden era. 
and although the silver screen presented mostly Caucasian film 
stars, african americans had their share of glamazons. yes, there 
were the famous lena horne and Dorothy Dandridge. But hol-
lywood dancer Jeni legon and actress theresa harris radiated 
effortless, natural beauty as well.  they may not have received 
as much buzz as lena and Dorothy due to not having a fair com-
plexion, however as the new york times puts it, “theresa harris 
[was] the african-american beauty with the honey voice and sly 
look who was holding her own against stanwyck and taking up 
precious screen space.”

it is a wonderful thing knowing that to some degree, tinseltown 
recognized african-american beauty. yet in the 1940s, cosmet-
ics for women of color were limited. Max Factor and george 
Westmore cornered the beauty industry and hollywood glam-
our, creating legacies for decades. Because of the narrow range 
in products, african american women wore very little.  hi hat 
cosmetics were available in only four face powder shades and 
valmor’s lucky Brown and sweet georgia Brown beauty prod-
ucts specialized in skin “brightening” creams. not all women of 
color felt pressed into bleaching their skin, so they primarily wore 
just lipstick, eyeliner, and rouge. the eyes were framed with finely 
arched eyebrows and black liner rimming the eyelids. strong 
lip color in shades of crimson and orange were popular. Joan 
Crawford kicked off the dark red lip trend earlier in the decade, 
and anyone who could get her hands on a tube was very lucky. 
rouge on the cheeks had specific application techniques.  ac-
cording to Milady (the beautician’s bible) circa 1939, “the rouge 
is applied to the center of the cheek and spread over the area 
which gives the most becoming appearance.” 

hair in the early 40s included just as much detail as a painted 
face and offered more flexibility. Women wore their tresses long 
and soft, sometimes sweeping it up and curled at the front. For 
added height, the front was rolled back. Bobs were fashionable, 
finished in loose waves. now, it was obvious that an african 
american woman had tightly coiled hair, rather than fine straight 
hair like white women. hot combs were used with hair straight-
ening creams to smooth out the natural hair texture. interestingly 
enough, black actresses who straightened their hair had a 
greater advantage for landing “better” roles in films because of 
the european beauty influence. nevertheless, even those roles 
were rarely acknowledged simply because of her ethnicity. 

the 1940s anD gooD ol’ 
hollyWooD. it Was not 

glaMorous For one to get 
Caught in puBliC unpolisheD. 

anD style Was so MuCh More 
than Just a gorgeous Dress 

or a pair oF DiaMonDs. it Was 
a prerequisite in hollyWooD 

to have the “goD gene.” 

E



like most things, stereotypes got in the way of these hidden, 
colorful gems. thankfully, it did not stop them. Jeni legon had 
the looks and the talent, dancing her way to Fred astaire and 
Bill “Bojangles” robinson.  as the first african american woman 
to receive a long-term contract with MgM studios, it was 
proven that women of color did in fact contribute the same 
degree of beauty and talent to hollywood, both in front of and 
behind the camera. 
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CoMe With us to the BeaCh as our resiDent FooDie 
Couple chef chrIstOPher  turke  

anD restraunteur Jan PetersOn  
shoW us hoW to MaKe an aMazing paella that Will have your BeaCh 

BuDDies not only raving aBout But Craving every tiMe they see a CaMpFire.
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For those oF you Who have 
not haD the opportunity to 
enJoy Both CooKing anD 

eating paella it’s tiMe For a 
Change or as We liKe to  

say “an aWaKening.”  

or those of you who have not had the opportunity to enjoy 
both cooking and eating paella it’s time for a change or as 
we like to say “an awakening”. paella is a spanish dish usually 
prepared for larger groups and made of rice, saffron, spanish 
(not Mexican) Chorizo, smoked paprika, chicken, seafood and 
anything fresh and available in your region of the world. paella 
was originally the valencian poor mans meal and was made 
from any ingredient in season. in the coastal regions it would be 
seafood, in the mountains it would be rabbit but always with 
the basic ingredient of rice which is one of valencia’s staple 
crops. Because this dish is so versatile and flexible you can eas-
ily make it vegetarian by simply adding any fresh and local 
produce and using vegetable stock instead of a chicken, fish, 
or shellfish stock. 
paella is a spanish dish usually prepared for larger groups and 
made of rice, saffron, spanish (not Mexican) Chorizo, smoked 
paprika, chicken, seafood and anything fresh and available in 
your region of the world. paella was originally the valencian 
poor mans meal and was made from any ingredient in season. 
in the coastal regions it would be seafood, in the mountains it 
would be rabbit but always with the basic ingredient of rice 
which is one of valencia’s staple crops. Because this dish is so 
versatile and flexible you can easily make it vegetarian by sim-
ply adding any fresh and local produce and using vegetable 
stock instead of a chicken, fish, or shellfish stock. 

For best results we strongly suggest you purchase a paella 
pan. paella pans, sometimes-called 

p a -

ellera’s are made especially for the job.  they are round, open 
metal pans, which are approximately 2-2.5 inches deep. these 
pans spread the heat and withstand cooking over hot coals. 
paella pans can be made of carbon steel, stainless steel or 
enamel and have two handles which allows you to transport 
it from the fire to the table and serve. the material, shape and 
shallow depth of the pans are what make them perfect for 
cooking rice, which is the focus of the paella. 

For larger groups use an 18-inch paella pan which makes 
up to 12 servings, or go bigger with a 24 inch pan which 
makes up to 19 servings. you can also reduce the serving size 
by half when using a paella pan without negatively affecting 
the quality of the paella. 

there are literally hundreds of ways to cook paella and ev-
ery cook has their own favorite recipe. here’s our basic recipe, 
but again the ingredients change from season to season-
based on availability of fresh local ingredients. (our recipe will 
serve 12 people depending on how hungry you are). Jan and 
i enjoy cooking this dish outside over an open fire because 
the shape of the paella pan creates a vortex and draws the 
wood smoke back down to the surface of the ingredients cre-
ating a wonderful smoke flavor. We use a stainless steel rack 
(like the one on your BBq at home) that we evenly balance 
on river rocks that we place around our bon fire pit. Be sure 
to have plenty of small pieces of wood already handy before 
starting this dish. half of the fun is collecting and gathering all 
your mis en plas you need for this dish right down to the wood.

- ingredients 

large pinch of saffron (about 25 strands)

3 tablespoons smoked paprika 

3-4 tablespoons olive oil

1 cup dry white wine for the rice  
(and 1 cup for you, the chef)

1 large yellow onion, finely diced

2 cloves garlic coarsely chopped

1 green bell pepper, julienned

1 red bell pepper, julienned

3 medium-sized tomatoes, diced

¼ lb. Fresh peas, and or green beans 
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ourselves and then use the shells to make a stock by 
boiling in water for about ten minutes. save the 
liquid and add later instead of water. 

vegetaBles & herBs: Wash and chop all produce. 

ChiCKen: Wash and pat dry chicken thighs. once 
dry season your chicken with salt and fresh cracked 
black pepper and smoked paprika.  

CooKing tiMe: 50-60 minutes, not including prep 
time and fresh stock

- COOKING INSRUCTIONS  

 When your fire is right (on the downside of a heavy flame just 

as the coals/wood are totally hot and glowing,) place your 
pan in the middle of a bridge made with the rocks. the pan 
should be about 6-8 inches over the flame. you will need to 
bring with you a large pot that you will use to heat your stock. 
place the pot with your stock in it on the grill to heat up before 
you start the whole cooking process.  in the paella pan add 
about 3 tablespoons of olive oil (good time to check that your 
rack is stable and level), let the oil get hot, add your chicken 
skin side down, and fry until nicely browned on both sides, 
about 10 minutes. remove the chicken, add the spanish dried 
chorizo, saffron, onions and garlic, sauté for 2 minutes, then 
add the tomatoes red and green peppers, smoked paprika 
and some salt and black pepper, add one more drizzle of 
olive oil and then add your rice. toast ingredients for about 2 
minutes then add your wine and reduce. now you can slowly 
add the hot stock. stir in the stock one ladle at a time sloWly 
until it is about ¾ gone. arrange the chicken thighs back into the 
pan. Do not stir the riCe any More aFter this step. 
it is important to control the fire, just 
an even heat with no or very little 



12-15 u15 (size) prawns 

½ lb. manila (small) clams

½ lb. mussels

12 chicken thighs, with the skin on

¼ lb. spanish dried chorizo sliced into 
¼ inch coins

4 cups rice (traditionally medium grain 
rice like Bomba or arborio)

8-10 cups of chicken stock, fish stock, 
shrimp stock, or vegetable stock 
heated to a boil

salt and pepper to taste

garnish with fresh chopped parsley

Mussels: Wash the mussels, removing 
the beards. throw away any that don’t 
shut on contact with water or when 
squeezed. 

ClaMs: Wash in water and then put in a 
bowl with some salt so they purge any 
sand left in them. throw away any that 
are open.

praWns: you can use either peeled or 
non-peeled. We prefer to peel them 

- - PREPARATION  
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- - SANGRIA  

nothing says beach party like a few pitchers of sangria. 
sangria is a fruit-based wine “punch” with its traditional 
heritage well rooted in spain. typically, sangrias are made 
with red wine, fresh seasonal fruit and club soda or citrus 
flavored soda. it’s as easy to make as it is to drink, enjoy. 

ingreDients (makes one pitcher)

1 Bottle of red wine

1 lemon cut into wedges

1 orange cut into wedges

2 tbsp. sugar

1 shot brandy

2 Cups ginger ale or club soda

preparation: pour wine in a pitcher and squeeze the 
juice wedges from the lemon and orange into the wine. 
toss in the fruit wedges, remember to remove the seeds, 
and add sugar and brandy. Chill overnight. add ginger ale 
or club soda just before serving. 

now all you need to do is remember the sunscreen and 
enjoy your party because once the cooking starts you will 
have more hands asking to help than you need. 
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SHELLI WRIGHT - CHIEF CREATIVE DIRECTOR 
                               CO-EDITOR

Shelli Wright is a Fashion Photographer residing in Los Angeles, California.
After obtaining a BS in Journalism Shelli continued her studies in Paris at 
Parsons School of Design.  It was that stint in Paris that inspired Shelli to follow 
her passion for Fashion and she began shooting models for agencies in Paris, 
London, NY and of course back on the west coast in her home town of Portland 
Oregon.  Now working over 15 years in Southern Cal, Shelli decided to enlist 
director/editor and partner in crime Christopher Robin Bredesen to start what is 
now Bisous Magazine.  A platform for other creatives like themselves to forge 
relationships and friendships worldwide and put out what they think to be a pretty 
bitchin’ mag.

http://www.shelliwrightphotoworks.com

CHRISTOPHER ROBIN BREDESEN - DESIGN DIRECTOR
                                                               CO-EDITOR

Chris began his career in documentary film over 15 years ago following dirtbag 
skateboarders around the world.  Thus began his passion, thereafter continuing 
his studies and receiving a B.A. in Journalism from the University of 
Oregon.  He is an award-winning editor and has worked in the commercial, 
feature, TV, and documentary genres.  For the past 3 years, Chris’ focus has 
been on fashion and beauty in both print and film.

www.bredesenproductions.com                                                                                



ANNAH YEVELENKO - BEAUTY EDITOR

Annah developed her love for makeup artistry as a child when she marveled at 
her grandmother’s shades of red lipstick and the precision of her mother’s liquid 
liner flick. Growing up in an artistic family she began to paint portraits - realizing 
her passion to paint faces. With a decade of experience behind her belt with 
jobs ranging from commercial and fashion print to runway shows to film/video 
work -  she is constantly researching the industry to always be up-to-date on 
trends in skin care, makeup and hair techniques.

www.belleface.com

JASMINE HROMJAK - ART DIRECTOR

“Part Muppet, part Machine.”
portfolio can be found at
coroflot.com/jhromjak

l

NATALIE DE GROOT - FASHION EDITOR

Is a fashion designer born and raised in Los Angeles. After designing for 
successful lines Natalie now freelances as a design consultant and is currently 
working towards releasing her own clothing line.



GUEST LIST

MARC CARTWRIGHT is a celebrity portrait photographer, who grew up in New York on 
Long Island’s East End.  In 1993, he moved to New York City where he attended NYU 
studying Semantics.  While fulfilling an art requirement, he discovered photography.  Marc 
quickly realized that his love of the art was to become his life’s passion.  His work has 
appeared in Elle, Marie Claire, Entertainment Weekly and Variety to name a few. 

www.marccartwright.com/

KRISTINA YENKO

I'm a 20 year old natural light photographer from Sydney, Australia. I am obsessed with fashion, 
youth culture and spontaneous moments. I have been shooting fashion for 2 years now and have 
come a long way. I have a serious case of travel bug and Im addicted to anything coffee related. I 
have dreams bigger than my heart, but that's why I stay motivated and fell in love with 
photography.

JORDAN LAUDADIO - FASHION CORRESPONDENT

A Chicago native who draws inspiration from unconventional places. Follow me on 
Instagram! (Jlaudad)

AUDREY BRIANNE - CONTRIBUTING FASHION EDITOR

Audrey Brianne is an LA-based full-service wardrobe stylist with offices located in the heart of 
West Hollywood on Sunset Boulevard. Her career boasts work experience at renowned 
companies such as Tommy Hilfiger, Betsey Johnson and People’s Revolution, a fashion 
design degree from FIDM and styling endeavors in both New York and Los Angeles.

LUCAS PASSMORE, Los Angeles based photographer, also owns a doberman named, 
“Killface.”  

www.lucaspassmore.com/

 



JOSH GIBSON   

In my hometown of Peoria, Illinois, I studied theatre and television production at Illinois Central 
College. After three years of working for a steel factory, I left my job to take a position at a local NBC 
affiliated television station. A year later, I moved to Chicago to study film. In the Spring of 2006, I 
graduated with a BA in Cinematography from Columbia College Chicago.

SARAH FLETCHER

Having shot some of the greats in music, the Rolling Stones, Velvet revolver, Nick Cave, NIN, as well as 
up and coming artists, Sarah Fletchers love is music photography but having come from a dance 
background and shooting dancers she gradually made the shift into fashion photography where her work 
seems to have a music video-esque feel to it. Sarah shot our DUNE editorial and is also our go to person 
at LA MODELS when trying to find that perfect girl.

ELIZABETH WAUGH

based in NYC, Elzabeth is a commercial photographer with a wide range of clients in the 
fashion and advertising industries.  She is currently working on a collection of portraits 
depicting many of the creative luminaries of her genration, entitled “The New God.”

JESSICA WILLIAMS

Jessica Williams is a creative expert with seventeen years in the beauty, film and entertain-
ment industry. She's worked on the Broadway musical Wicked, Aida, and the NBC series, 
"The Playboy Club." She writes a bi-monthly beauty column, "Beauty Works" for Patch.com, 
and is the founder of The Maitre-d of Makeup beauty blog. Jessica's first e-book, "It's 
Makeup, Not Rocket Science!" is available on Amazon.com

JAN PETERSON / CHRISTOPHER TURKE

As a restaurant couple, her as a proprietor and Christopher as a premiere chef.  Their motto is an 
easy one “Eat and drink everyday, enjoy what life has to offer.”  We couldn’t agree more.

MONTY JACKSON 

Los Angeles-based up and coming fashion editor specializing in editorial, commercial, and 
celebrity styling.

Twitter and Instagram:  MrMontyJackson








